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Peter K W Tan, Department of English Language and
Literature, National University of Singapore, 7 Arts Link,
SINGAPORE 117570, Republic of Singapore. He has worked
on personal names in Singapore and has published papers on
this subject in the journals World Englislzes and English Today.
He is also interested in issues surrounding the development of
the English language in South-east Asia, including the rise of
computer-mediated communication in this part of the world.

Ronald J. Leach is a Professor in the Department of Systems
and Computer Science at Howard University, where he has
taught since 1969. He received three degrees in Mathematics
from the University of Maryland at College Park and an M. S.
in Computer Science from Johns Hopkins. After nine years as
Department Chair, he is pursuing a well-earned sabbatical to
study, among other things, non-traditional applications of
computer science and mathematics to non-traditional areas,
especiall y in the area of name matching within historical
documents. He especially enjoys combining his hobbies of
genealogy and history with his computer science and
mathematics technical training in this avenue of research. He
is also happy that he is unlike his ancestor Nicholas Shirecliffe,
whose body was too large to fit through any second floor
window or door of Whitely Hall after his sixteenth century
death.

He is the author of five computer science books and a
newly published book with the title "Computers and Logic in
Genealogy." Two more are in progress. Dr. Leach has offered
technical training and seminars on three continents and is the
author or co-author of more than seventy-five technical
papers.
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Dr. LM. Laversuch is a sociolinguist with a B.A. in German
Linguistics and Literature, a B.S. in Clinical and Social
Psychology, a M.A. in German Linguistics, and a Ph.D. in
English Linguistics. Her areas of specialization include
language policy, multilingualism, language acquisition, and
onomastics. A member of the editorial boards for the Bilingual
Farnily Nelvsletter (Multilingual Matters) and the Swiss literary
journal, Variations, her articles have appeared in numerous
international journals (e.g. Language Policy and Language ). Her
most recently published book, Census and Consensus (Peter
Lang), examines the US Census and the official language
policies regarding racial ethnonyms. She has worked
extensively in the U.S.A., Switzerland, and Germany and. is
currently an English lecturer at the University of Cologne. She
can be reached at the following address: Cottbuser Str. II,
56075 Koblenz, Deutschland- GERMANY.


